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for adaptation. Without exception these studies demonstrate which, due to a long life span or other complicating factors,
just what can be achieved with careful, precise, quantitative cannot easily be studied using the usual methods of quantifieldwork performed within a clear understanding of concep- tative genetics and, as such, are an important development.
tual ideas and as such they deserve a wide readership. In The book finishes with some concluding remarks from John
almost all cases the quality of writing, clarity of explanation, Endler that provide a useful summary of the contents and a
summarizing of key concepts, and listing of the authors’ most list of questions still to be addressed.
important references will help ensure this. Once or twice,
This volume is a very useful statement of the current state
however, I felt the attempt to convey a complete story, cov- of field studies on adaptive variation. Several of the chapters
ering the full complexity of interacting influences, generated give clear summaries of some of the definitive studies by key
some confusion. This does not detract from the overall high researchers and, as such, provide an effective shortcut to the
standard and a selective reader will get much from these primary literature. In many cases methodologies and apchapters. For a general audience the most enjoyable chapter proaches are described; a useful feature for other researchers
is perhaps Beren Robinson and Dolph Schluter’s summary of in the field. The general clarity of explanation and tendency
research on northern freshwater fish. There is little new in- not to assume too much prior knowledge means that this work
formation here for those already familiar with the material should have a large readership from advanced undergraduates
Wu,
J. 2001. A top-down approach to landscape ecology (book review). Ecology 82
but the quality of explanation as well as the obvious but never to seasoned and experienced researchers across the fields of
(2):604-606.
over-stated excitement at the possibilities opened up by work genetics, ecology and evolution. The emphasis placed on genon trophic polymorphisms in fish populations make this an erating predictions of how organisms may respond to selecinspiring chapter. Thomas Smith and Derek Girman sum- tion under a rapidly changing environment also makes the
marize their definitive work on African finches; Peter and ideas discussed here of great relevance to conservation biRosemary Grant do the same for their definitive work on ologists. A final and important point to mention is that, unlike
Darwin’s finches. Both of these chapters clearly describe the some symposium volumes, most of the chapters collected here
conceptual and methodological approaches taken by the au- are enjoyable and stimulating to read.
thors and so are of particular benefit to other researchers,
including those who do not work on avian systems. Further PAUL CRAZE
chapters cover optimal life-history allocation in side-blotched
lizards, the timing of breeding in great tits, an insightful com- Manchester Metropolitan University
parison of adaptive and neutral variation in leafminers, and Department of Biological Sciences
the effects of pollinators on flower size in wild radish. There Chester Street
are no examples of mammalian studies nor are there any from Manchester
the marine environment and it would be unfortunate if this M1 5GD
reduced the book’s readership. Two key chapters towards the United Kingdom
end of the book discuss aspects of methodology. Ary Hoff- and
mann examines an essential question for studies of genetic University of Plymouth
variation in the field, i.e., the degree of correspondence be- Department of Biological Sciences
tween laboratory and field heritabilities, while Kermit Ritland Drake Circus
describes recently developed methods for inferring related- Plymouth
ness using molecular markers. Ritland’s methods provide a PL4 8AA
means for determining the inheritance of traits in organisms United Kingdom
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A TOP-DOWN APPROACH
Sanderson, Jim, and Larry D. Harris, editors. 2000. Landscape ecology: a top-down approach. Landscape Ecology
Series. CRC Press, Boca Raton, Florida. 246 p. $69.95, ISBN:
1-56670-368-9 (acid-free paper).

The term ‘‘landscape ecology’’ was coined by Carl Troll,
a German geographer, in 1939. Recalling that the word ecosystem was made up by Arthur Tansley only four years earlier,
one has to wonder why landscape ecology is often said to be
so much younger. One reason is that landscape ecology was
not introduced to the United States until the early 1980s. But,
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LANDSCAPE ECOLOGY

more importantly, in the past two decades landscape ecology
has experienced unprecedented rapid developments in both
theory and applications, and become a recognized discipline,
not just regionally, but worldwide. With its fast-rising status,
landscape ecology continues to diversify in ideas, perspectives, and approaches, in spite of the fact that some leading
landscape ecologists have urged for ‘‘unification’’ to avoid
an ‘‘identity crisis.’’
The book by Sanderson and Harris, Landscape ecology: a
top-down approach, is certainly different in perspectives and
emphases from other texts in landscape ecology. The book
is organized into three parts: ‘‘The presence of the past,’’
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‘‘The ecology of landscapes,’’ and ‘‘Landscape theory and
practice,’’ with a total of 12 chapters. Six of the 12 chapters
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7) are written by Sanderson and Harris.
Chapter 1 briefly reviews the history of landscape ecology,
primarily focusing on North America. The authors characterize the pattern-process-scale and hierarchical perspectives
as ‘‘the slicing-and-dicing approach,’’ suggesting that they
are at best inadequate. They further indicate that ‘‘the paradigm of bottom-up thinking as espoused by a half-century of
IBP ecosystem studies’’ can not lead to an ‘‘understanding
of landscape ecology.’’ Thus, they instead advocate a ‘‘topdown approach’’ that ‘‘seeks to explain how the distribution
and abundance of organisms affects the entire collection of
biodiversity and processes on the landscape.’’ They also mention multilevel species selection theory as one of the ‘‘functional pillars’’ for their approach, claiming that ‘‘all organisms have equally important, but perhaps less obvious impacts
upon the landscape.’’ The authors’ perception of hierarchy is
apparently at odds with the common notion that hierarchy
theory facilitates the integration between top-down and bottom-up approaches and between context and content. Chapter
2 discusses definitions, ecological theories, and examples of
landscape ecological studies. ‘‘Landscape’’ here is narrowly
defined as ‘‘two or more ecosystems’’ at spatial scales of tens
or hundreds of square kilometers. Many have argued that such
a rigid definition of landscape is hardly justifiable scientifically and that it impedes rather than facilitates the development of landscape ecology. Despite their ‘‘true landscape’’
definition and emphasis on a ‘‘regional’’ approach, the authors discuss at length Huffaker’s microcosm experimental
study of predator-prey interactions with oranges and mites,
and conclude that ‘‘these results suggest that environmental
heterogeneity and connectivity are essential in maintaining
predator-prey populations.’’ Chapter 3 discusses ‘‘the presence of the past’’ with the premise that a theory of landscape
ecology must adopt an evolutionary approach that permits
the inclusion of past events. The reciprocal effects of landforms and biological processes in landscapes are the focus of
Chapter 4. It is confusing that the authors distinguish between
biotic and landscape processes, but use animal movement as
an example of a landscape process. Isn’t animal movement a
biotic process?
Part II has only two chapters. In Chapter 5, Sanderson and
Harris discuss the ‘‘ecology in landscape ecology.’’ They define landscape ecology as ‘‘the study of processes and organisms that promote and maintain the natural functioning of
more than one ecosystem.’’ They repeatedly make the distinction between ‘‘landscape effects’’ and ‘‘landscape ecology.’’ In their view, landscape ecology so far has focused
primarily on landscape effects—how landscape structure affects biology, while the ‘‘top-down’’ effects of mobile organisms on spatial heterogeneity are at least as important, but
rarely studied. Chapter 6, by Hansson, focuses on landscape
effects on populations and consists mostly of empirical examples mainly from Scandinavia. From these examples, the
author generalizes that ‘‘heterogeneity evidently improves
persistence’’ and thus ‘‘heterogeneity and clumped distributions may be general indicators of population stability.’’ It is
interesting to notice that Hansson sees landscapes even more
‘‘precisely’’—‘‘5 3 5 km areas’’! While the bulk of the lit-
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erature indicates that scale multiplicity and hierarchical linkages are essential in landscape ecology, Hansson defines landscape ecology as ‘‘a consideration of structures and processes
at one particular spatial scale.’’
Part III consists of six chapters. Harris and Sanderson in
Chapter 7 present ‘‘four fundamental theories of landscape
ecology’’ (edge theory, juxtaposition theory, external impact
theory, and corridor theory) that together are called ‘‘the general theory of insular biogeography.’’ None of these ‘‘theories’’ is absent in the existing literature. The authors then
illustrate how to calculate total population, habitat quality,
habitat connectivity, and habitat fragmentation using simple
algebraic equations and weighting schemes based on raster
maps. They state that ‘‘the case for movement corridors is
by now well established,’’ and reiterate their point made in
Chapter 5 that the ‘‘hot spot’’ approach to biodiversity conservation is ‘‘preposterous’’ because ‘‘context matters.’’ They
conclude the chapter with three hypotheses stressing the importance of multilevel species evolution operating on landscapes and top-down effects of organisms. Chapter 8 by Ulanowicz introduces the concept of ‘‘ascendency,’’ which is ‘‘an
amalgamated measure of the tendency for a system to increase
in both activity and structure (constraint) via internal autocatalysis.’’ The author extends the ecosystem ascendency
concept he developed earlier to spatially explicit landscape
ascendency, and demonstrates how it can be used to quantify
flows in landscapes. He further hypothesizes that without major perturbations populations distribute themselves across a
landscape to achieve progressively higher system ascendency.
In Chapter 9, Turner and Rylander review the history and
pattern of land use in America, assert that ‘‘the U.S. land
regulatory system is a failure,’’ and offer seven ‘‘principles’’
for developing a systems approach for land use planning.
Chapter 10, by Jongman and Smith, presents the scientific
basis and pragmatic development of ecological networks in
European countries that are composed of core areas, buffer
zones, and corridors. In contrast with the view against hierarchical approaches expressed in Sanderson and Harris’s
chapters, Jongman and Smith state that landscape hierarchy
is ‘‘the first basic principle’’ for establishing the system of
ecological networks. Chapter 11, by Pijanowski et al., presents the conceptual framework and model structure of a land
transformation simulator for a watershed in Michigan. Although their effort for a better integration between GIS and
simulation modeling should be applauded, one has to guess
how this model is used to address research questions in landscape ecology. Much of the information in this chapter has
been published elsewhere, but some of these references dated
1995 and 1996 are still cited as ‘‘in review’’ in a book published in 2000! The last chapter, by DeAngelis et al., is on
individual-based models (IBMs) as applied to the Everglades
landscape. Some excellent points are made about ecological
models in general. However, the chapter contains little mathematical or computational detail, and is presented as more a
rebuttal against some recent criticisms on IBMs (e.g., requiring more data than realistically available and possibly
providing ‘‘an unjustified sense of verisimilitude’’). They argue that the high degree of realism that IBMs provide is a
minimum prerequisite in any useful model in conservation
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ecology, and that ‘‘the basing of population modeling on individual behavior is a step toward the consolidation and simplification of ecological theory.’’
This book shows that ‘‘landscape ecology’’ is defined in
many ways. To many, if not most, landscape ecologists, landscapes are spatially heterogeneous areas that may be as large
as thousands of square kilometers or as small as tens of square
meters, depending on organisms or ecological processes under consideration. Accordingly, landscape ecology is simply
the study of the relationship between spatial pattern and ecological processes over a range of spatial scales. Of course,
human-scale landscapes that span over tens or hundreds of
square kilometers are more familiar and convenient to humans, and often are relevant geographic domains for dealing
with many ecological and environmental issues. Many have
argued that fixing the spatial dimension of landscape at a
particular size is arbitrary, and may impede rather than facilitate the development of landscape ecology as a science.
Although landscape ecologists still can not agree on the spatial dimension of the very object they study, they do converge
on the most essential feature of a landscape: spatial heterogeneity. They also tend to agree that spatial heterogeneity
exhibits different patterns at different scales, and that organisms and ecological processes with distinctive characteristic
scales respond to spatial heterogeneity at different scales.
The major messages one gets from this book include: the
effects of mobile organisms on landscape heterogeneity are
as important as the effects of landscape structure on ecological processes; landscape context is as important as or more
important than content itself; and evolutionary processes and
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constraints should be considered in landscape ecology. These
are all good points. However, the pattern-process-scale and
hierarchical perspectives in landscape ecology, labeled as
‘‘the slicing-and-dicing approach’’ by Sanderson and Harris,
are completely compatible with these ideas, and indeed already contain them. To most landscape ecologists, landscape
ecology is not just the study of pattern on process, but the
interactions between pattern and process. In fact, studies of
how animals affect and are affected by spatial patterns are
numerous in the literature. Although one can find many pieces
of interesting, occasionally exciting, information, most chapters are too brief and lack ‘‘corridors’’ to remember ‘‘fragments,’’ to use some of the editors’ favorite words. Chapters
written by invited contributors, although individually valuable readings, can hardly be regarded as complementary parts
that help achieve the admirable, but still elusive, goal of the
whole—to develop a sound, coherent paradigm of landscape
ecology. Overall, the book provides many wonderful case
studies in landscape ecology and conservation biology from
many parts of the world, but presents a partial and distorted
picture of what landscape ecology has become. Nevertheless,
a valuable message from this book is clear and loud: the role
of mobile organisms and evolutionary theory deserves more
attention in the development of landscape ecology.
JIANGUO (JINGLE) WU
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Ehrlich, Paul R. 2000. Human natures: genes, cultures, and the human prospect. Island Press, Washington,
D.C. xii 1 531 pp. $29.95, ISBN: 1-55963-779-X (acid-free paper). This book is a discussion of how evolution
has shaped us. Ehrlich argues that there is no one ‘‘human nature’’ but rather that there are many, diverse
‘‘human natures.’’
Changnon, Stanley A. 2000. El Niño 1997–1998: the climate event of the century. Oxford University
Press, New York. xvi 1 215 p. $60.00 (cloth), ISBN: 0-19-513551-2 (acid-free paper); $29.95 (paper), ISBN:
0-19-513552-0 (acid-free paper). EVERYONE has heard of El Niño! This short book describes the weather
phenomenon of 1997–1998 along with a variety of related topics (including El Niño’s causes, outcomes, and
impacts, relation to global warming, users and beneficiaries, and implications for policy).

